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By

Sean Gordon
Jacob Swift

ABSTRACT
Students at Central Washington University were challenged with constructing a RC Baja car
capable of competing against other universities from around the state as a comprehensive senior
project. These projects were completed in teams of 2 separated into the suspension and chassis,
as well as steering and drive train. Completion of this car requires the ability to complete several
tests the measure each component of the car working in unison. Testing begins with a straightline sprint to determine the top speed of the car; this test will be followed by a slalom test to
determine steering capabilities. The final test consists of a Baja track that tests suspension
steering and speed in one challenge competing against other RC cars. The RC car demonstrated
successful test with its ability to achieve a turning angle of 110% of the calculated value when
moving forward through the slalom test without interference from components on the RC car.
When undertaking the Baja track test the suspension system experienced a compression and
expansion distance of .75 inches in both the front and the rear suspension as opposed to the
predicted .5 inches. The straight-line sprint resulted in a maximum speed recorded at 20 mph
being only 80% of the predicted top speed of the car per calculations completed prior to testing.
These results were gathered using timers and calipers used while the car is stationary prior to
testing.
Keywords: Suspension, RC, Car
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1. INTRODUCTION
a. Description
RC Baja is a challenging project where engineering students are tasked with the challenge of
constructing an RC car from scratch. This must be done using knowledge gained through the
MET program to complete all components of the engineering problem solving process.

b. Motivation
This project was motivated by creating a functioning RC car that could be put through numerous
testing procedures with the intention of successful completion proving engineering merit and the
ability to successfully solve an engineering problem.

c. Function Statement
Chassis provides mounting locations for all components and suspension provides stability over
various types of terrain.

d. Requirements
This is a list of requirements for the chassis/suspension portions of the car:
• Suspension must be able to support 6 pounds with a ride height of 2 inches
• chassis can’t weigh more than 6 pounds
• Chassis must be able to take impact at 25 mph without front bumper deflection of 1/8
of an inch.
• Suspension must allow for at least .5 inches of drop when dropped from 2 feet
• Chassis must be small enough to not interfere with full range of wheel turning motion
giving .25 inches of clearance from chassis
• Can’t total more than $200
This is a list of requirements for the drivetrain and steering portions of the car:
• Both must total to less than $200
• Drivetrain must weigh less than 5lbs
• Drivetrain must produce a maximum output speed greater than 25mph
• Must have a turning angle greater than 60 degrees
• Swapping batteries must have the ability to be completed in less than 5 minutes
• Driveshaft must withstand torque produced by motor
• Must be able to fit within chassis
• Steering must weigh less than 3lbs
• Must use 7.4V 2cell, 2S LiPo RC or 7.2V 6cell RC battery
• Must comply with all Roar design requirements

e. Engineering Merit
To complete this engineering problem engineering methods must be used to be successful.
Beginning with Planning, this problem requires the contribution of multiple engineers dividing
tasks and setting standards for construction the RC car to create a successful merger of ideas.
Following this comes the engineering method of design given the restrains and requirements of
the project each engineer is then tasked with completing a design idea that fulfills the project
requirements while also mixing with the co-engineer’s design. Development may be one the
6

most time-consuming engineering methods following design as this stage requires the testing of
materials, force calculations, and construction of project that may result in the changing of
design and require new planning for completion in a timely manner.
Throughout this project several different types of engineering merit will be used to complete it
successfully. Technical dynamics will be needed to determine the force of multiple different
impacts the RC car will be taking throughout testing and competition. Mechanics of materials
will be used to analysis individual aspects of the cart like deflection and shear on parts like the
chassis and A-arms to make sure they can sustain the forces of testing that are calculated through
technical dynamics.

f. Scope of Effort
The problem that will be solved throughout this project will be creating a competition RC car
that meets the set requirements determined by the engineers in the previous section. requirements
include turning angle, deflection limitations, and ranges of motion that have been set as
performance requirements while also including cost and weight requirements to improve
production and limit budget expenditures. Efforts for these problems will primarily be centered
around the chassis and suspension system components of the car. Perfecting a design to support
the weight of the drive train and steering portion of the RC car while keeping a strong design
with limited weight will require calculations to determine the thickness of the chassis and several
other supporting components. The chassis must also support a strong suspension system that
provides addition protection to the most fragile components of the car while improving
performance on multiple different testing terrains. The chassis will use A-arms with adequate
lengths to achieve the desired turning range of motion while also allowing for the desired
compression of the suspension system restricting the car from bottoming out. Spending
substantial time on these components will result in a RC car that is performance ready and meets
all engineering requirements.

g. Success Criteria
A successful project would be a completion of all competitive RC Baja tests including the sprint,
slalom, and motocross.
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2. DESIGN & ANALYSIS
a. Approach: Proposed Solution
Criterion

Weight
1 to 3

Best
Possible
3

Design
#
1

Cost

1

3

3

Score
x Wt
3

Weight

2

6

3

Prediction precision

3

9

Confidence in failure
location
Prismatic vs non
prismatic
Manufacturability

3

Total

Design
#
2
1

Score
x Wt
1

6

1

1

3

9

1

1

3

2

6

12

36

Design
#
2
2

Score x
Wt
2

2

2

4

3

9

2

6

3

3

9

2

6

2

2

3

3

1

1

1

2

3

6

2

4

19

30

23

Table 1
The problem is to design a RC car from scratch, capable of preforming all competitive
challenges of a sprint, slalom, and motocross. Designing this vehicle was centered around testing
situations where the combination of speed and maneuverability were essential to succeed. Initial
designs compared 3-wheel tricycle and standard 4-wheel car structures. The idea behind the 3wheel design was increased speed as the mass was reduced and due to a 2-wheel drive design
force into the ground would be lost as the steering would be in the front where the single wheel
was. This idea was scrapped once determined the challenge of running it through a motocross
course with 1 less point of stability compared to the other competitors would leave the car at a
greater risk of flipping over. The 4- wheel large monster truck design was determined to be the
safest design. Giving up speed for stability was the final decision as completion of the challenges
was the most important part.

b. Design Description
As seen in figure 1, the chassis and shocks in this design revolve
around emphasizing and fully utilizing several components of the
car for optimal performance. The chassis provides legs that extend
further outside the larger body for a wider turning range of motion.
Shocks in both the front and back allow for more time with contact
into the ground while driving on difficult terrain to optimize
stability and force into the ground from the wheels. The chassis
also includes large beams in order to give the shocks a larger range
of compression not only for the diffusion of impact but also to
prepare for an unknown motocross track with the possibility
requiring a performance at different tire levels.
Figure 1
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c. Benchmark
The benchmark for this RC car is a 1:10 scale all terrain RC racer pictured in figure 2. This car is
equipped with large tired and off-road suspension for all terrain driving. It is also constructed
with a plastic chassis holding all the components of the car together. Compared to the RC racer
the performance of the RC Baja Car will primarily excel in
durability while increasing the weight by a slight margin.
The plastic chassis will be upgraded to a metal one that
results in far more durability preventing damage in cases of
bottoming out and stronger support to the internal
mechanisms then taking impacts. The shocks are also
improved from plastic material with new metal ones
providing improved repetitive impact consistency without
fear of breaking. These improvements resulting in increased
weight of the RC car but the return of improved performance
far outweigh the changes in mass.

d. Performance Predictions

Figure 2

This RC Baja car is expected to reach several different standards of performance. The shocks are
expected to preform by compressing .5 inches when dropped from a height of 2 feet in order to
protect the car while also allowing for compression while in motion to navigate the motocross
track. The chassis must hold all components of the RC car in place through all testing without
experiencing any perinate flexion. When in operation the chassis must allow for a full 60 degrees
of rotation from the wheels in order to allow for maximum turning performance. While driving
suspension will prevent car from bottoming out by compressing a maximum value of .5 inches
while navigating the slalom and motocross course.

e. Description of Analysis
Throughout this engineering problem many different analyses will be used to determine the
construction of this car. Kinematic equations will be used for crash test like situations where the
car is either dropped from height or driven into something and the force on the car must be
determined for durability. When analysis the Chassis and shock components thermo and fluid
dynamics won’t come into play as the energy almost entirely mechanical and therefore requiring
technical dynamics and statics. Free body diagrams will be used for every problem as force
analysis on the different components are essential to success. Assuming things like
homogeneous, isotropic, and static equilibrium will allow from simpler calculations and due to
size of the construction and material these are safe assumptions.

f. Scope of Testing and Evaluation
Testing for the chassis and shocks involve a drop test from 2 feet where it is assumed that all 4
wheels will contact simultaneously. Evaluations will include the compression of the shocks
without critical failure as well as the car not bottoming out on impact. Chassis testing will result
in impact testing requiring deflection evaluation for each impact to determine that it stays in the
elastic range of the material.

g. Analysis
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i.

ii.

iii.

iv.

v.

vi.

vii.

viii.

ix.

Analysis 1 consists of a kinetic energy conversion from the 2-foot drop to determine
the force once impacting the ground. From there the inertia of a 18 in long 12 in
wide and a height of .25 in plate being used at the foundation of the chassis is
calculated. This value is plugged into a beam deflection calculation in order to
determine the ymax of the deflection.
Analysis 2 consists of force calculations on 1 leg that can be reflected into all others.
Calculating average shear around the cross-section area of the hole. Using a stress
concentration graph to obtain a K value of 2.2 and multiplying it by the average
shear to obtain the max shear around the hole.
Analysis 3 uses conservation of energy and Hookes Law in order to determine the
spring constant, K, of the shocks. Using the drop height to calculate the energy
generated by the force of the fall and then calculating the K using Hookes law. using
this determines the spring capacity needed on an adjustable 4-inch shock desired for
the design.
Analysis 4 consist of a geometric analysis in order to determine the dimensions of
the shock tower. These dimensions were determined using Pythagoras theory in
order to determine the length, L, of the tower wings that support the shocks.
Analysis 5 is a minimum diameter analysis of the pin being used between the chassis
and the A-arm to hold the 2 parts together. Using the known max sheer value, the
force on the pin and the safety factor the minimum value is determined and then
rounded to the nearest manufacturable value. This analysis is for the requirement
that the suspension system must withstand the 2-foot drop test with a deflection in
the elastic range of the material.
Analysis 6 is a crumple distance analysis where the force on the chassis in case of a
direct impact to the chassis takes place where the force of the impact is determined.
Using the assumed maximum velocity, the mass of the car and the material of the
chassis to determine the force on the car will be 29kN resulting in a crumple
distance of .00635m. which meets the requirement of sustaining less than 1/8th of
an inch deflection when impacting the front of the chassis.
Analysis 7 is a shear stress analysis for the screw being used to attach the shock
tower to the chassis plate. This is done using a shear stress equation and rearranging
for the diameter of the part. Once done, using the known values of the material and
a safety factor of 2.5 the minimum diameter required is determined and the next
largest manufactured size can be selected. This analysis is for the requirement that
the suspension system must be able to support the weight of the car during the 2foot drop test.
Analysis 8 is a maximum angular velocity calculation that must be done to determine
the torque at the end of the suspension leg. This is done using unit conversation to
get from miles per hour to meters per second, then using an angular velocity
equation with the determined radius of the wheel the maximum angular velocity
can be found.
Analysis 9 is a minimum suspension arm thickness to support the impact of the drop
test. this analysis is done by calculating the moment of the impact at the end of the
arm then using the known max shear stress of the material solve for thickness
10

x.

xi.

xii.

assuming the minimum thickness modeled in the arm is the value throughout the
arm for safety. This analysis is for the requirement that the chassis must support the
mass of the drive train and steering during the 2-foot drop test.
Analysis 10 is a buckling analysis on the flange of the shock tower. This analysis is
done by calculating the area of inertia in both the x and the y directions in order to
determine the buckling direction. Once determined the critical force is calculated
with the buckling along the x-x axis and used to calculate the critical sheer force of
the flange. This analysis is for the requirement that the suspension system not break
and allow for compression less than .5 inches resulting in the car bottoming out.
Analysis 11 is a shear calculation on the A-arm of the car experiencing the maximum
amount of shear capable of being applied by the motor. This is done by using the
known power output of the motor with an assumed efficiency of 85% and the
angular velocity of the tire calculated in analysis 8 to determine a torque for the
calculation. Then at the end of the A-arm in the location with the smallest area a
sheer force of 146.2 psi is calculated to take place. This analysis is for the
requirement that the chassis support the forces applied to it by the transmission
while operating without exceeding elastic limits.
Analysis 12 is a trigonometry calculation that is determining the angle of rotation
that takes place in the A-arm to chassis joint. Using the maximum compression
distance determined by the success requirement it is determined that a clockwise
rotation of 9.6 degrees from the X axis will result in the maximum rotation required
for the joint. This analysis is for the requirement that the maximum suspension
compression not exceed .5 inches.

h. Device: Parts, Shapes, and Conformation
The current status of the project is incomplete as the combination 2 individual sections from 2
teammates require a certain fluidity until calculations are finalized on both sides. That being said
much progress has been made starting with the chassis base plate designed to withstand the
largest expected force the car will take with filleted corners on the legs to reduce the stress risers.
The legs extended the minimum amount in order to allow for 60 degrees of turn and not any
further in order to protect against increased deflection of the legs. The shocks are adjustable
allowing for changes in height to reach the maximum .5-inch compression to better fit the
requirements of the car.

i. Device Assembly
The assembly of this car will result in a device that, with a remote control, will accelerate in a
straight like and reach its maximum velocity before crossing the finish line by having a strong
chassis and suspension system that can withstand the torque generated by the drive train.
Suspension assembly requires 4 isolated suspension systems that allow the assembly of the drive
train to continue producing force into the ground by maintaining contact at all 4 points through
the motocross track. Finally, the chassis construction must allow the final assembly to experience
its full range of motion, being 60 degrees, in order to properly navigate the slalom at speed.
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j. Technical Risk Analysis
The main technical risks of this build revolve around optimizing the weight to produce the
greatest speed while also maintaining the strength required to absorb any impacts that might
occur during testing this requires that the deformation not excess the elastic range. Also,
aerodynamics play a role in the car as the maximum velocity increases meaning that to separate
itself from the competition an aerodynamic design components should be included to improve
performance as long as the decrease in drag doesn’t outweigh the loss of velocity due to the
increase in weight.

k. Failure Mode Analysis
chassis failure is most likely to occur in the joint connecting the legs to the body where there is a
change in cross sectional area resulting in a stressor. These stressors can be calculated for once
fillets are added in order to increase the strength at those points. These fillets cause a more
gradual change in cross sectional area resulting in a better diffusion of energy.

l. Operation Limits and Safety

When operating the RC car, it’s important to realize the dangers that come with it. Due to the
building material and speed, impact from the car into anyone in or around the testing facility
could result in serious injuries. In order to avoid this safety procedures including clearing the
testing range and requiring participants to stand behind protective barrios will help prevent
accidents from happening.
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3. METHODS & CONSTRUCTION
a. Methods
This program was developed by the Central Washington University Mechanical Engineering
Technology program and expanded upon by Sean Gordon and Jacob Swift. The manufacturing
of this project was limited by the tools available at Central Washington University lab due to
financial resources. Central Washington equipment has its initial limitations by only having
equipment that it can afford financial as well as accommodate for the space it takes up. This
limits the school from large manufacturing tools. Furthermore, with the tools it does have, the
total number of back up parts and attachments like drill bits isn’t to the full extent of a
professional lab. Both factors are ultimately due to the financial limitations of the university and
its requirement to fund and receive grants for large purchases as well as basic tools that need
modification or updates. Although not ideal, the CWU lab has multiple different tools that can be
used for the same manufacturing process. Some of these tools sacrifice precision or time which is
the reason to avoid using them. Most important is the accuracy that certain tools like the CNC
machine provide, however, one machine or the combination of multiple machines can complete
the same manufacturing tasks. Upon further exploration into this project, it has been decided that
in order to make material easier to work with the largest section of raw material, the plate of .25inch aluminum, will be cut into smaller piece by the CWU lab tech using the plasma cutter. By
doing this it makes the large plate small enough to be maneuver around the shop and into other
machines that have been selected for different manufacturing processes. This will be a process
used for several other sections of raw material including the .25 inch rounds used for several of
the pins used throughout the car. Using a circular saw, a section with the total length required for
all 4 parts was cut from the MET stalk material. Then using this smaller and more maneuverable
section of material the parts are constructed more efficiently.
I.

The main manufacturing process for this project will consist of the CNC machine to cut
out the main bases of chassis. Using this machine will allow for precision cutting and
minimize human error as seen in appendix F3 decision matrix. Precision cutting is very
important for the chassis as the measurements must be exact to fit the drive train and
steering components without obstruction each other or the suspension system.
This is also important due the material being used for the chassis as it’s an aluminum
alloy that is much more difficult to cut by hand seen in appendix F1 decision matrix.
Although this material is ideal due to its strength to weight ratio it could cause problems
if cut with a typical bandsaw Not only does the CNC machine ensure the correct cuts will
be made but it is kept in a safety space while being cut reducing the risk of injury to any
of the engineers working on or around the part.
The decision matrix in appendix F2 shows the pin holes should be drilled using a drill
press manufacturing method as a drill press is not only easy to operator but assuming that
it’s been set up correctly provides an acceptable amount of precision for this project
while also allowing it to be completed in a reasonable timespan. The tool used in this
process comes down to the error risky of the manufacture more than the tool itself and
although both a handheld drill and a drill press are equal in effectiveness when drilling
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holes in the chassis a drill press reduces human error when operation ultimately ensuring
a better manufacturing result.

b. Construction
i. Description
The section of this device is broken up into 2 sections, the chassis and the suspension. The
chassis sub assembly is made of 5 parts. The foot pin connects the foot to the A arm the A arm is
connected to the chasses base plate by a pin. The second sub assembly is the suspension. This
assembly consists of 2 parts including the shocks and shock tower. These 2 sub-assemblies are
bolted together to create the final assembly. Most of these parts will be manufactured in the
CWU lab. The only component that will be bought from a manufacturer and won’t receive
mortifications before construction will be the shocks. The chassis base plate, feet, and A-arms
will be manufactured from the same stock material while the Shock towers will have a thinner
material to be cut from. The pins will be cut from the same round to reduce material and
manufacturing costs.
ii. Drawing Tree, Drawing ID’s
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iii. Parts
Both pins fall into the same process grouping, a large quarter inch round is ordered then using a
band saw its cut into 4 individual pieces for the chassis pin and 4 more for the foot pin. The
chassis and foot fall into the process group using the CNC machine to manufacture each part.
Using that machine will allow for more accuracy when completing rounded edges and hole
placement that are going to go into place once the drive train and steering are completed by
Jacob Swift. The final process grouping is the purchased parts including the screws and the
shocks that will simply be bought and installed in the assembly without modification.
iv. Manufacturing Issues
manufacturing issues start with delivery of materials. If certain materials aren’t delivered in time
from the manufacturer, they can’t be constructed to the specifications of the build, from there as
discussed in the project management sections limitations from the university may cause issues
when it comes to time required to manufacture parts in the lab depending on each group’s
dependency on certain tools. As both engineers have completed basic training in the CWU
equipment lab tool usage won’t be an issue moving forward assuming all manufacturing is
completed in the lab. If a machine were to break and CWU was unable to complete a repair in
time, manufacturing style would have to change and in turn sacrifice precision, accuracy, or time
in return for completion of the part. If the situation comes of where a tool is required for the
manufacturing of a part and neither engineer in the project has training in that tool they will have
to look for outside assistance or training. The most idea option is a fellow engineer would
volunteer their time to complete the part. More likely a payment will have to be made to have the
part completed in a timely manner. This method keeps the engineering in house and most likely
cheaper than sending it off to a third party. This opens the opportunity for this projects engineers
to receive training through observation and gives them the opportunity to complete construction
with the new tool if required. Recently, the global pandemic with an increase in case number
may limit the access to the CWU shop and more generally campus depending on local trends. As
these decisions to shut down certain on campus activities and locations are made by the school
for the safety of students and staff at any times the engineers of this project could have access to
the necessary manufacturing tools for an unknown amount of time. This requires the access to
local Ellensburg shops like Artistic Iron Works to produce parts while locked down and although
expensive, it is the only way to keep on track with this engineering project.
v. Discussion of Assembly
Assembly will consist of 1 sub-assembly. As the chassis base plate is its own part that
encompasses all other sub-assemblies leaving the suspension system as the major sub assembly
for this project. All parts for this assembly will be pinned and then screwed together for allow for
later adjustment if needed. The suspension sub assembly includes the feet, A-arms, shocks and
shock towers as well as all the pins and fasteners to connect them.
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4. TESTING
a. Introduction
Testing for RC Baja requires several different preparations as there is a wide range of testing
scenarios it will be put through. Starting with the sprint a distance and stopwatch will be required
for completion. Moving into the slalom, similar information must be known with the dimensions
of the course being the most important. Turn radius, lengths of stretches between turns and total
distance of slalom are all important information for this test. For both of these tests, it is
important to take into account the surface that the tests are taking place on like asphalt, soil, or
gravel. These 2 tests are done in consistent environments, compared to the motocross test where
cars will be tested on a terrain of changing slopes and angles where a full course layout needs to
be known for testing. Once this information is known slight modifications can be made to the
car’s suspension for an improved time performance in this event.

b. Method/Approach
The overwhelming method of gathering information from testing will come from timing.
Successful testing is determined when the top speed and turn radius are met in order to produce
results that exceed the completion. The goal set was for the car to reach a maximum value of at
least 25 miles per hour and have a turn radius of 60 degrees. Those goals will result in better
times for each test and are the set goals for success determined prior to construction of the car.
Information will also be collected using a scale for the deflection test. This test is used to
determine the deflection of the chassis in the deflection test by determining the total mass being
applied to the center of the chassis to create deflection to be measured.

c. Test Process

In order to reach the top speed of 25 miles per hour during the sprint the surface needs to be flat
with asphalt. The length of the sprint also needs to be a length in which the car has time to get up
to speed. To test the turning range, cones or some type of marking is needed to measure the
distance between and angle to determine if the designed turning ability is met.

d. Deliverables
On conclusion of the testing several measure values will be documented in order to determine
the success of the car. Time over distance will be documented in order to determine the top speed
as well as the acceleration of the car. The time through the slalom will be recorded to determine
the maneuverability but also the distance between cones will allow for the calculation of angles
of turn that the car was taking with the goal of being at least 60 degrees. The motocross event
will determine the cars effectiveness against other cars of similar styles and design parameters
helping to determine the most competent design of the group.
The drop test was used to determine the vertical compression of the suspension system for the
RC car. After measuring the distance from ground to the axle running through the rear tire as
well as the distance from the ground to the bottom of the chassis plate the drop test can begin.
Using a slow-motion camera to record at the point of impact with the ground, it is determined
that the bottom of the chassis plate is .5 inches below the axle. This is after the measured
distance of the control measurements showed the chassis was 1/8 of an inch above the axle
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determine a .625 in vertical compression of the suspension system once the distances are added
together.
The deflection test was completed by lifting the chassis by both ends and applying a known
weight to the center to produce deflection in the chassis plate. This test was completed to show
that the chassis could meet the requirement that the chassis would deflect no more than .125
inches. By measuring to the center of the chassis and slowly adding weight measurement could
be taken until chassis deflection is observed. In this test it was observed that the chassis
experienced .0255 inches of deflection with a total mass of 46 pounds applied. A force far larger
than any the car could experience while driving showing that the car chassis does meet the
requirement set.
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5. BUDGET
a. Parts
A majority of the parts will be manufactured from stock materials. These stock materials include
quarter in bar steel that will be manufactured into pins, as well as quarter inch plate steel that will
be manufactured into the chassis plate, SAG_20-001, and suspension towers, SAG_20-002.
Currently, the only parts that will be ordered for the RC car are the shocks, SAG_20-003, and
SAG_50-001 which will be ordered before November 1st. Parts SAG_20-004 and SAG_20-008
will be made from the quarter inch round material. SAG_20-005 and SAG_20-007 well be
constructed with half inch plate aluminum. Due to unforeseen donations the cost of the project
has decreased dramatically from the previously estimated cost of $216 to a new cost of $102.
Material for 5 separate parts has been donated from the CWU MET department decrease the cost
of the project. The pasts that have been covered in this donation include SAG_20-001, SAG_20004, SAG_20-006, SAG_20-007, and SAG_20-008. This was the only change in part cost
throughout this project as no changes have been made to the design to change the price of the
project as well as no mistakes in the manufacturing process that would require additional
material and the cost that comes with it.
During the drop test part SAG_20-002 experienced failure in the left foot around the stress riser
created by improper manufacturing of a screw hole. This required a reprint of the part in order to
continue testing of the RC car. Thankfully donations from the CWU MET department covered
the ABS plastic that was used to reprint the part and the only additional cost to the project was
the 2 additional labor hours that were added to remove the old part. Manufacture the new one
with tighter tolerances and more accuracy and reconstruct the RC car with the new part once
completed so testing could resume.

b. Outsourcing

Outsourcing will not be needed for the manufacturing of the chassis and suspension. The
suspension will be ordered from an online company without manufacturing mortifications. All
other components will be manufactured by the designer as he has completed workshop training
giving him the ability to make all the necessary modifications to the stock material.

c. Labor
The current industrial standard average hourly wage is $31. An estimated 25 hours of
manufacturing will be required by the designer to complete the manufacturing of the chassis and
suspension system not included the construction of the final product.

d. Estimated Total Project Cost
Total project cost is estimated to be around $3253 including labor, parts, and shipping. Shocks
account for the only readymade cost of shipping and parts while labor contributes to most of the
cost. The average hourly wage of a metalworker being $31 an hour while the engineering rate
goes at $27 an hour seen in appendix D created the largest estimated cost totaling $2376 for the
design of the project and an additional $775 for the manufacturing of the project parts. Parts cost
comes from the raw material used for manufacturing of parts which was significantly reduced
due to generous donations from CWU’s MET department. This original cost of parts was
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estimated to be $216 but reduced $114 when factoring the estimated cost of materials to the
manufacture that was no longer needed after donations for a total parts cost of $102.

e. Funding Source
The cost of this project is supported by Kevin and Stacy Gordon and the CWU MET department.
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6. Schedule
a. Design
As seen in Appendix E, the schedule there is a relative fluidity to the fall schedule with order of
completion giving students the ability to adjust as the quarter goes on. This ability combined
with constant completion of assignments has prevented falling behind so far this quarter.
However, if a student were to fall behind catching up would be difficult. The fall quarter
becomes a challenge due to the shear amount of work required to be completed including the
proposal/report writing, analysis, and documentation. Proposal writing includes all 10 sections in
the report guide detailing the entire engineering process used in the senior project. 12 analyses
are completed throughout the quarter to adequately design the project and must be documented
in the appendix section of the report with written descriptions of the methods being used for each
analysis and the requirement it is being used to meet. The documentation of each task throughout
the quarter is also noted in this report as its important to the organization and documentation of
the project. This includes the time spent in on each individual section being completed and can
be seen in the gantt chart in the appendix. To do this, engineers must follow a must tighter
schedule like one seen in Appendix E where the final due date is provided and the time between
the current task and final is put into reference. This visual representation allows student to better
understand the time crunch they are under to complete work.

b. Construction
In winter quarter the construction of the RC car will take place. In order for this to happen the
Solidworks assembly must be completed from the previous quarter with updated tolerances to
determine the completed construction specifications. The construction will also require a
completed part list to be ordered so there are no set back throughout the construction as well as
the ability to adjust early in the build process if issues occur. Time conflicts are a large problem
when trying to complete parts in the timetable set by the gantt chart seen in appendix E. The
machine shop has limited hours depending on the day and the buddy system requirement limits
abilities further if not planned. The manufacturing process is still on track according to appendix
E, however, the first conflict has surfaced with scheduling the lab tech to complete some
welding. This has caused a 2-day delay on manufacturing the chassis base plate. The overall
schedule has not changed as the estimated manufacturing time for the part will still be correct,
but it will require the work to be more condensed into a single day and risk a rushed part. To
avoid this in the future, lab tech time will be scheduled a week in advance will allow for an
accurate prediction of part completion and allow time to adjust to any part construction setbacks.

c. Testing
Testing will take place in spring quarter. This will require a completion of analysis to determine
if the completed design can withstand the testing that will take place while operating at its
expected levels. It was also required the completed construction of the car from the winter
quarter in order to compete. These must be done in a timely manner in accordance with
Appendix E in order to be ready for final testing.
Testing during spring quarter experienced delays after the RC Baja competition due to gear
failure during the sprint event. During competition, the friction between a gear shaft and the
housing caused melting of the housing and slipping of gears. This fix caused a 3-day delay in
20

testing while engineer Jacob Swift printed and reconstructed the drivetrain. After competition
testing was able to resume with the final chassis ride height test being completed.
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7. Project Management
The risk with completing this project mostly revolves its around its dependency of others and
availability of time. This risk requires the most attention because constant communication is
required to organize time and human resources around the project. If the risk of this situation
comes to fruition the project will see a major setback as inability to access the lab will result in
the incompletion of the project. If this happens, the most likely solution will be to find an outside
lab that will allow for completion of the project this while also adding dramatically to the budget.
This risk can be controlled by working ahead and planning time management further in advance.
This project will succeed due to the availability of the appropriate technical expertise and
resources.

a. Human Resources
Human resources for this project include Professor Pringle and Professor Choi of Central
Washington University. The risk with having these 2 as human resources is time dependency as
the project progresses. As the class moves forward with each individual project as well as the
additional class schedule, availability of resources becomes more limited with reduced time
availability. This can be managed by knowing where other groups are in perspective to the
expected schedule. This will result in reaching universal issues earlier and allow for earlier
requests of the mentorship resource from Professor Pringle and Choi.

b. Physical Resources
Physical resources required for the completion of this project are provided by Central
Washington University MET department. The equipment in the lab includes saws, sanders, and
CNC machines along with all the basic handheld tools used for assembly of the car. The risk of
this is dependency on scheduling access to the lab in order to have access to the tools as well as
the risk that comes with inability to affect the urgency of repairs in a situation where a piece of
important equipment breaks. In order to deal with this situation, backup plans need to be made
where each modification can be done with multiple different pieces of equipment so in a
situation where an ideal tool is broken or unavailable, the less ideal but still usable tool is an
option to complete the project on time.

c. Soft Resources
Software resources required for the completion of this project are provided by Central
Washington University. The software resources required for the completion of the project is
Solidworks 3D modeling downloaded onto Hogue computer lab computers. This is required for
the completion of the preparation of the car. The risk with only having one access point to this
software is limited by lab house and the software’s ability to not avoid crashing. This risk can be
responded to by using a fellow students at home setup with the software in the case where the
CWU systems go down.

d. Financial Resources
This project is being provided monetary support by Kevin and Stacy Gordon. With the final
budget expenditures being divided evenly between partners Sean Gordon and Jacob Swift if the
budget goes over the initial amount, then Kevin and Stacy Gordon with cover Sean Gordon’s
half of the cost.
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8. DISCUSSION
a. Design
Throughout fall quarter the progression of the RC Baja design experienced several changes in
design on the way to the final product. The project started with 3 design ideas created by the
engineers of this RC car beginning with a 3 wheeled tricycle design that was quickly trashed due
to the lack of stability and control despite the interest generated from the lightweight design.
Next was a more typical 4-wheek design with all wheels placed under the car, however the
narrow wheelbase and requirement for smaller tires and fear of rolling over deterred the design
resulting in a graduation to the final design with 4 large wheels outside of the chassis that create
a strong foundation for the car to be designed around. This design was far from perfect and
needed motification to reach the results. Initial design had a large baseplate with built in legs
protruding from the corners. This design limited the suspension system design, and the legs were
converted into traditional A-arms to allow for a more effected suspension system. As the design
process continued the problem of implementing engineer Jacob Swift’s components of a drive
train and steering system into the suspension and chassis. To allow for these, feet were added to
the end of the A-arms as locations to secure the components without limiting the desired range of
turning of the tires once completed. The final design change came in the final week of the design
phase when it was realized that the shock towers must be altered to allow the drive train and
steering to pass through the center of the chassis. This required the T shape shock tower to be
changed to more of a bridge shape allowing the components to pass under the suspension system
without interference. In order to avoid many of these unsuccessful designs from the beginning,
design discussion between partners from the beginning should’ve covered more than just
requirements that will result in a winning formula. The risks with this project mainly come in the
manufacturing process. Beginning the with materials, it is assumed that the material the stock
materials ordered are up to standard hoping they are both homoeologous and isotropic materials
but in order to mitigate that risk testing in the CWU lab can be done. Ordering extra material for
hardness testing will assure the ordered material is what was desired and reduce the risk of
material failure. Another risk that comes with this project is the lack of access of the lab and the
tools inside that without would result in the incompletion of the project. To reduce the risk of not
being able to get into the lab 2 options are available. Planning and getting hours in written
notation so they can be referenced if needed later to get an allotted amount of time needed can be
used to negation topic to ensure completion of the project. Another option is to have an
emergency location with tools that although not idea will allow for the completion of the project.
This location is Father of the engineer Kevin Gordon’s house and although the tools aren’t up to
the quality of those at CWU it eliminates the risk of the project not reaching completion.

b. Construction

Changes have been made to the Foot – Platform, suspension, Steering (SAG_20-007) to better
accommodate the steering system being implemented by fellow engineer Jacob Swift. Changes
made include adding an additional support for the driveshaft to run through freely and smoothly
while still allowing for the optimal performance. In order to attach the shocks that have been
ordered in accordance with that screws that came with the shocks, changes were made to the PIN
– CONNECTING, FOOT, STEERING (SAG_20-008) a hole was drilled using a M3.5 drill bit .5
inches deep into a side of the pin. Then a hand thread was used to create threading for the shock
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screw to go into. This was done for all 4 pins to create connecting points for the shocks that
otherwise were not expected when initially ordering this part. In addition, a slight tolerance
change had to be made for SHOCK TOWER- SUSPENTION, SUPPORTS (SAG_20-002).
Additional sanding is required for a smooth rotation between the shocks and the shock tower.
Although it is not required removing some additional material from around the edges of the
connecting points will give a smoother range of motion, reduce damage to the shocks from
friction and overall improve the function of the suspension system. Despite theoretical fits
between parts additional sanding on the joint between the A-arm – Shock, suspension (SAG_20005 and the Foot – Platform, suspension, Steering (SAG_20-007) in order to create a smoother
rotation between the parts. Fortunately, is just a tolerance change as the larger dimensions aren’t
altered significantly but it was decided that more material in order to reduce friction when
rotating. Although this was already addressed when all joints have an additional graphite
lubricant added to them to improve rotation performance the insurance that additional material
was removed allowing for free rotation without lubrication gives the engineers more confidence
in the predicted testing performance.

c. Testing
Spring quarter centered around testing the RC car with 3 or more tests that indicate successful
requirements. The first requirement tested was .5 inches of vertical compression when dropped
from 2 feet also known as the drop test. Although the results of this test were positive a structural
failure occurred in the front shock tower. This failure happened around the bottom of the right
tower around a screw hole that was manually added after the 3d print. It was determined that this
failure happened due to the improper manufacturing of the part by adding a hole outside of the
determined tolerance for the hole. In order to fix this problem a new part was printed however
when adding the screw holes to be threaded additional precaution was taken to improve the
location accuracy of the hole, so it was centered on the foot of the tower. This modification
resulted in a structurally sound shock tower that didn’t fail when dropped during testing.
Testing during spring quarter was a challenge when it came to timing between partners and the
Baja competition. Prior to the ride height testing that requires the car to be fully operational to
preform the drag race, slalom, and Baja track the car participated in the CWU RC Baja
competition that resulted in catastrophic damage to drive train. Due to the amount of driving that
took place friction between the shafts and housing generated enough heat to melt the housing and
shift the gears making the car undrivable. This was an issue as testing was scheduled for the
following Monday and resulted in a delay in testing until the problem could be fixed by engineer
Jacob Swift. A new housing part was added the following Tuesday allowing for testing to
continue Wednesday when the car was fully operational. Testing consisted of measuring the
chassis ride height priory to each event and post each even to determine that the car maintained a
ride height of 2 inches from the bottom of the chassis to the ground in order to prevent the car
from bottoming out assuming the suspension systems successful compression. This test
confirmed with its return to pre-test height that during competition the RC car maintained a ride
height of 2 inches meeting the requirement that had been set.
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9. CONCLUSION
Chassis provides mounting locations for all components and suspension provides stability over
various types of terrain. Several analyses were used to complete the requirement set forth in the
requirements of the chassis and suspension system. Requirements included deflection of less
than 1/8th of an inch, compression no greater than half an inch, 60 degrees of turn radius, and a
standard ride height of 2 inches. Analysis included engineering merit that validates the projects
construction starting with mechanical design completing trigonometry to properly proportion the
shock tower and suspension system components to meet the compression range of motion
requirement. Mechanics of materials was used in a majority of the analysis but took key
precedent in analysis 1 consists of a stress riser analysis of a hole in the chassis. Analysis 2 is a
deflection analysis of the chassis, analysis 9 is a sheer stress analysis, and analysis 10 is a
buckling analysis of the flange in order to meet the requirements of compression of the
suspension system. Engineering merit is also displayed in the technical dynamics used in the
calculations with analysis 2 and 3 being potential energy and hooks law calculations to determine
compression of the suspension system as well as analysis 6 with a crumple analysis of the front
of the chassis on direct impact. The combinations of these calculations validate the engineering
merit of this project in order to produce an effective and efficient design that follows all
completion requirements and allows for competitive completion of all competition events. Once
the design parameters from the analysis are determined the manufacturing can begin. This
requires the necessary resources to be prepared for completion which is heavily predicated on
access of the CWU manufacturing lab. Time is the most valuable component when it comes to
using this resource and throughout the winter quarter regulating and maintaining the maximum
available lab hours will result in a successful build. On conclusion of this project displayed a
successful result achieving a RC car that competed in the CWU Baja competition. It was able to
perform in the competition due to successful testing of pre-build requirements that indicated
several key components of the car. First, it experienced a vertical compression greater than the
.5in during the drop test however the compression was still in a tolerance that protected that car
from damage. Second, the car passed the chassis deflection test that it would not deflect more
than 1/8 of an in during the drop test protecting the components during the competition. Finally,
the car maintained a .5 in ride height during testing that indicated proper suspension systems and
indicated the car was ready for the competition. Using these results it can be determined that this
project was a success.
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APPENDIX C – Parts List and Costs
Table C1. Parts List

Part
Number
SAG_20001

Qty Part Description

Source

Cost

Disposition

1

Chassis plate

$0

CWU

SAG_20002

2

Shock tower

$0

CWU

SAG_50002

1

Shocks

Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $70.00)
Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $25)
Amazon

39.95

CWU

SAG_20004

4

Shock pins

$0

CWU

SAG_50001
SAG_20007

6

¼”-20 screws

Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $3.34)
Ace hardware

CWU

4

Foot

SAG_20006

4

A-arm pin

$0

CWU

SAG_20005

4

A-arm

$0

CWU

SAG_20008

4

Foot pin

$0

CWU

SAG_50001

16

Fasteners

Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $40.00)
Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $3.34)
Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $25)
Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $3.34)
Ranch and home

$2.01
each
$0

$38.10

CWU

1
1

Graphite
L-bar

Ace Hardware
Ranch and home

$1.79
$10.99

CWU
CWU

1
2

Epoxy
Threaded bar

$8.99
$0

CWU
CWU

4

Front and rear
tires

Ace Hardware
Donation from
CWU (Estimated
cost: $11.99)
Jerrol’s

$52.96

CWU

Estimated savings:
$198.71

$164.84

SAG_20009
SAG_20010

Total
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CWU
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Part Number
JRS_55-001
JRS_55-002
JRS_20-001
JRS_20-002

Qty
1
1
1
3in

JRS_55-003
JRS_20-003

1
8in

JRS_55-004
JRS_20-004
JRS_55-005
JRS_20-006
JRS_55-006
JRS_55-007
JRS_20-007
JRS_55-008
JRS_20-008
JRS_20-009
JRS_55-009
JRS_55-010
TOTAL

1
1
1
1
4
1
1
2
1
1
4
1
24

Part Description
Engine
Rotor
Motor bracket support
Driveshaft (Al. 7075t6
Round 12mm)
TRANS Pinion
Axle (Al. 7075t6 Round
6mm)
TRANS Spur gear
DIFF Ring Bevel gear
Tie rod pin
Tie rod shaft
DIFF Miter gear
DIFF Pinion
DIFF - CBRACKET
TIE ROD ENDS
DIFF - SHELL
ARM – SERVOEX
UJOINT 6mm diameter
Servo
TOTAL NUMBER OF PARTS

Source
Online Order
Online Order
Print
Online Order

Cost
$65.00
$35.00
$5-10
$3.50

Disposition
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Not made
Manufacturer

Online Order
Online Order

$10
$3.00

Manufacturer
Manufacturer

Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Online Order
Print
Print
Online Order
Online Order
X

$20
$15.00
$2
$5
$27.86
$10.00
$10-15
$3.99
$30.00
$5.00
$10.00
$30.00
300.36

Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
Not made
Not made
Manufacturer
Manufacturer
X
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APPENDIX D – Budget
Table D1. Project Budget.

Item
Total Labor

Qty
36 hrs

Shipping

1

Total parts cost

1

Engineering
design

88 hrs

Total

Description
Manufacturing done by Engineer
as set by the average cost of a
metal worker rate of 31 per hour
Cost of shipping raw material
(estimated cost saved by
donations: $22)
Total cost of parts used in
construction RC car (estimated
cost before donations: $216.83)
The cost of paying an engineer
to design and document all
components of the RC car set at
at rate of $27 per hour
Total cost of project

Cost
$1,116

$0

$164.84

$2,376

$3,656.84
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APPENDIX E – Schedule
Fall Schedule

Winter Schedule

Spring Schedule
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APPENDIX F – Expertise and Resources
Appendix F1 – Material Decision Matrix

Appendix F2 – Hole Manufacturing Decision Matrix
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Appendix F3 – Chassis Cutting Decision Matrix
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APPENDIX G – Testing Report
Appendix G1 Drop Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process and results of the RC car drop test where each RC car is
put to the test of a 2-foot drop test where the car is lifted to a height 2 feet off the ground
measured from bottom of wheel to floor and dropped to test the suspension system and chassis.
Method/Approach
Time: this test was conducted on 4/25/2022 between the times of 8am and 10am in Hogue 127.
Half hour is given to collecting the required materials and set up. Half hour for the testing to be
done as well as half an hour for data collection and confirmation. This timeframe leaves an
additional half hour for clean-up.
Place: Room 127, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Required Equipment:
- Video camera with slow motion capabilities
- Tape measure
- White and black striped background paper
- Flat concreate floor
- RC Car
- Double sided tape
- Drop partner
- Silver sharpy
Risk: The risk of this test come with failure of the RC car. If a component were to break and
projectile fire off the car it could be dangerous for the engineers completing the test as well as
the bystanders observing testing. To reduce the risk of injury safety glasses will be required in
Hogue 127 when testing is taking place as well as close toed shoes.
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Test Procedure

1.
2.
3.
4.

Collect required equipment
Construct 2 feet tall, 2 feet wide 1-inch striped horizontal backdrop
Tape striped horizontal backdrop flat to the north cement wall in Hogue 127
Set up video camera flat on the ground, leaving the lens 2 inches off the ground, 5 feet
away from striped backdrop so the camera is parallel with the chassis at time of impact
with the ground
5. Measure 2 feet from bottom of wheels to the flat cement floor while partner holds the
car with chassis parallel to ground
6. Mark elevation on stripped background prior to drop
7. Measure distance from center of axel protruding from rear tire vertically to the bottom
of the chassis plate while car is being held in the air by partner for reference of
suspension travel
8. Turn on video camera
9. Alert room that RC is being dropped for safety
10. Drop RC car from 2 feet high
11. Stop video
12. Using video, determine distance rear axle is from bottom of chassis plate using
horizontal stripped background as reference
13. Compare reference measurement of resting suspension to point of maximum
compression to determine suspension system compression
14. Clear up lab space
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Deliverables
This test resulted in measurements of vertical compression in inches using a stripped backdrop
then a calculated value was obtained by subtracting the distance between chassis and axle during
drop from the distance between axle and chassis. In order for this test to be successful it has to
meet the requirement of .5 inches of vertical compression of the suspension system. The
conclusion from this test is that the RC car failed the drop test due to a vertical compression
between .625 and .875 inches throughout testing.

Appendix G1.1 – Procedure Checklist
Collect materials
- Video camera with slow motion capabilities
- Tape measure
- White and black striped background paper
- Flat concreate floor
- RC Car
- Double sided tape
- Drop partner
- Silver sharpy
Assemble testing station
Measure distance for drop
Start video
Stop video
Record results

Appendix G1.2 – Data Forms
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Appendix G1.3 – Raw Data

Appendix G1.4 – Evaluation Sheet
(Distance between axle and chassis) – (Distance between chassis and axle during drop) = Total
Vertical compression

Appendix G1.5 – Schedule

Appendix G2 Chassis Deflection Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process and results of the RC car deflection test where the RC car
is put to the test measuring the deflection experienced under the forced of the drop test by
positioning the car bon 2 stands and applying weight to the center of the chassis to observe
deflection
Method/Approach
Time: this test was conducted on 4/27/2022 between the times of 8am and 10am in Hogue 127.
Half hour is given to collecting the required materials and set up. Half hour for the testing to be
done as well as half an hour for data collection and confirmation. This timeframe leaves an
additional half hour for clean-up.
Place: Room 127, Hogue Hall, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Required Equipment:
- RC car
- Camera
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-

Notepad and pen
Scale
6 Weighted plates (about 6lb each)
2 weighted bricks (about 1.5lb each)
2 L block stands
Table
compass

Risk: The risk of this test come with failure of the RC car chassis plate or the set up falling over.
If the plate were to break and projectile fire off the car it could be dangerous for the engineers
completing the test as well as the bystanders observing testing. Improper loading of the plate
could also result in the car tipping over and dropping over 40 lbs. of metal onto the floor. To
reduce the risk of injury safety glasses will be required in Hogue 127 when testing is taking place
as well as close toed shoes.
Test Procedure
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Gather all materials from equipment required list
Set up L blocks aligned with edge of the table 11 inches apart near corner to near corner
Place RC car centered on L blocks with .5 inches of overlap on each side of the chassis
Take picture of set up
Measure to the center of the chassis plate and mark location
Weight 2 bricks and 1 plate then apply to chassis centered on middle mark of the chassis
in a table position
7. Record weight of plate and 2 bricks
8. measure from bottom of chassis plate to table to determine deflection
9. weight, record, then add one addition plate to the top of the table
10. measure distance from table to bottom of chassis plate
11. repeat steps 9 and 10 4 more times
12. document with a picture of final test set up
13. safely removed weighted blocks without knocking over and risking injury to surrounding
engineers
14. clean up testing site
15. calculate final weight on chassis plate
Deliverables
This test will result in values of deflection in inches and weight in pounds applied to the chassis.
This will result in a calculated value for the total mass applied to the chassis to achieve
deflection. In order for the test to be successful the chassis must not experience 1/8th of an inch
deflection. Testing showed that the car achieved this requirement and furthermore when
experiencing up to 42 pounds 4.8 ounces a chassis deflection of .0255 inches was experienced.

Appendix G2.1 – Procedure Checklist
Gather all materials from equipment required list
- RC car
- Camera
- Notepad and pen
- Scale
- 6 Weighted plates (about 6lb each)
- 2 weighted bricks (about 1.5lb each)
- 2 L block stands
- Table
- compass
set up L blocks on table
measure distance between L blocks distance to center of chassis plate
weigh each plate and block
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Appendix G2.2 – Data Forms

Appendix G2.3 – Raw Data

Appendix G2.4 – Evaluation Sheet
Add mass from each individual test for total mass

Appendix G2.5 – Schedule
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Appendix G3 Chassis Ride Height Test
Introduction
This procedure documents the process and results of the RC car chassis ride height test where the
RC car is put to the test measuring the distance from the bottom of the chassis to the ground after
experiencing each of the RC Baja competitions.
Method/Approach
Time: this test was conducted on 5/2/2022 between the times of 8am and 10am on the south side
of the Hogue engineering building. Half hour is given to collecting the required materials and set
up. Half hour for the testing to be done as well as half an hour for data collection and
confirmation. This timeframe leaves an additional half hour for clean-up.
Place: Hogue Hall south patio, Central Washington University campus in Ellensburg, WA.
Required Equipment:
- RC car
- Baja track
- Baja slalom course
- Baja drag race lane
- Ruler
- Camera
Risk: The risk of this test come with failure of the RC car. If a component were to break and
projectile fire off the car it could be dangerous for the engineers completing the test as well as
the bystanders observing testing. To reduce the risk of injury safety glasses will be required
around the testing site when testing is taking place as well as close toed shoes.
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Test Procedure

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Gather all materials from equipment required list
Mark safety area for spectators for each course
Measure resting ride height of chassis base plate from the ground
Drive the RC Baja slalom in under 20 seconds to simulate test conditions
Measure chassis ride height from ground to bottom of chassis post finish
Measure resting ride height of chassis base plate from the ground
Drive the RC car through the drag race lane in under 15 seconds to simulate test
conditions
8. Measure resting ride height of chassis base plate from the ground
9. Drive the RC car through the RC Baja course start to finish
10. Measure resting ride height of chassis base plate from the ground
11. Record results of all 3 tests
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Deliverables
The values gathered from this test with be the height in inches of the chassis pre and post testing.
The change in chassis ride height will be calculated by subtracting the final ride height from the
initial one. In order for this test to be successful the car must meet the requirement that the
chassis retains a ride height of 2 inches. This test was successful when the slalom and drag race
test resulted in post track ride heights of 2 inches while the Baja course had a post drive ride
height of 1.95 which falls within the tolerance.

Appendix G3.1 – Procedure Checklist
Gather all materials from equipment required list
- RC car
- Baja track
- Baja slalom course
- Baja drag race lane
- Ruler
- Camera
Mark safety area for each course
Document ride height pre drive
Document ride height post drive

Appendix G3.2 – Data Forms

Appendix G3.3 – Raw Data

Appendix G3.4 – Evaluation Sheet
(Chassis Height Pre) – (Chassis Height Post) = (Change in chassis Height)
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Appendix G3.5 – Schedule
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APPENDIX H – Resume
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